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Liverpool complete demolition job 
Fulham ........................ 2 Liverpool ..................... 3  
(Liverpool win 13-2 on agg)  
The utter folly of staging the second round of the Littlewoods Cup over two legs 
was spread from one end of Craven Cottage to the other last night. A fixture that 
under normal circumstances would have filled it attracted a crowd of only 7,864, 
which is nevertheless comfortably Fulham's biggest of the season.  
That the game itself should be a sheer delight and fully deserving of a far wider 
audience made even more nonsense of the system. It was introduced merely to 
satisfy the greed of third and fourth division club chairmen and serves as another 
example of the sport's twisted and damaging illogicality.  
Fulham, who were members of the second division when avarice prevailed over 
sense, have since descended into the third. They can now appreciate for 
themselves that gate receipts should not be sacrificed for the sake of potential 
glory. Had it not been for their 10-0 humiliation at Anfield, they might have 
claimed the headlines for a different reason.  
The odds against their reaching the third round already lay deep in the land of 
fantasy and, within half a dozen minutes, they had disappeared over the horizon. 
McMahon put Liverpool ahead within 90 seconds and, as if they required any 
assistance, Parker then helped them with an own goal.  
No one could reasonably have blamed Fulham if they had walked off for a few 
beers. But Ray Lewington and his men responded in a manner that rose high 
above the admirable and almost touched the unlikely.  
Long-distance drives from Scott and Barnett shook the complacency of 
Grobbelaar and he would have been even more startled if Achampong had made 
contact with Hoddy's low cross.  
His fortune continued as Coney's lob towards an empty net bounced up and off 
the bar. It came to an end when Scott broke free, drew Grobbelaar and allowed 
Coney to score as he pleased. Instead of being in front, Fulham fell further behind, 
Molby converting a penalty after Cottington had brought Nicol down.  
Scott accepted Achampong's invitation to reduce the arrears on the hour.  
FULHAM: J Vaughan: J Marshall, B Cottington, P Scott, J Hicks, P Parker, G Barnett, 
K Achampong, D Coney, K Hoddy (sub: L Donnellan), R Lewington.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Gillespie, J Beglin (sub: B Mooney), M Lawrenson, J 
Durnin, A Hansen, B Vension, S Nicol, I Rush, J Molby, S McMahon.  
Referee: M James. 

 


